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Reading #1 questions
1. What was the area where the French colonies 
were known as?
A. New Hampshire
B. New England
C. New York
D. New France

2. What is the war called in Europe?
A. Seven Years War
B. Nine Years War
C. Revolutionary War
D. None of the above

Clue #1
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The French and Indian War was not the 
French fighting the Indians.  The French and 
Indians were actually fighting on the same side.  
The French and Indians fought together against 
the British.

France and Britain had been fighting in 
Europe but the battle spread to North America.  
French and British colonists were living in 
America at that time. 

The area where the French colonies were
was known as New France.  The war started 
because France wanted to control the Ohio 
River area, but Britain would not allow it.  The 
land around the Ohio River had valuable 
resources.

This war was an important event leading 
up to the Revolutionary War in the colonies.  In 
America, the fighting was called the French and 
Indian War.  It was a part of the Seven Years’ 
War which was a global war in Europe, 
happening at the same time.

The French and Indian War started in…

SEVENTEEN

FIFTY FOUR



Reading #3 questions

Clue #3

6. George Washington ordered (#) __________ 
English soldiers to capture Fort Duquesne. 

7. The men put together a small, poorly built 

log fort in ______________________________. 

8. The British marched in ___________________

lines on their way to Fort Duquesne. 
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Fort Necessity was taken over by…

George Washington ordered 150 English 
soldiers to capture Fort Duquesne.  His men 
fired on the guarded French fort but were 
forced to give up.  Washington’s men returned 
and built their own fort.

The battle of Fort Necessity was July 3, 
1754.  George Washington and his men put 
together a small, poorly built log fort in 
Pennsylvania.  The fort was called Fort 
Necessity.  Unfortunately, the fort was built on 
low lying grounds that would often flood.

Within days, hundreds of French soldiers 
surrounded Fort Necessity and forced Colonel 
Washington to surrender. 

General Edward Braddock and Colonel 
Washington were again sent to takeover Fort 
Duquesne.  The British marched in straight 
lines on their way to Fort Duquesne making it 
easy for the French and Indians to fire from 
behind trees, rocks or hills.  Braddock was killed 
in the battle.  Washington was forced to 
surrender.

Fill in the blank
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Puzzle #1 MINUS 1753.

The number found in 
Puzzle #2 MINUS 37.

The number found in 
Puzzle #3 MINUS 599.

The number found in 
Puzzle #4 MINUS 1762.

Use the answers found in the completed puzzles 
to determine the final code!

Final 4 digit code:



Decoder #3 Decoder #4
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1 2 3 4 5

1 D B E A C

2 K G H I/
J

F

3 L P N O M

4 T R U Q S

5 Y Z X V W

Go First, then go


